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consecutive years of record-breaking sales, the iPad’s tablet market crown went to Apple today.
According to Gartner, the world’s top tablet maker sold 26.9 million units in the third quarter of
2013, representing an 88% year-over-year jump. The iPad took the top spot from Samsung’s
Galaxy Tab with sales of 18.2 million units, according to IDC. The numbers make the Samsungowned rival the leader in the tablet world for the first time in three years. Gartner’s top tablet
ranking is based on a number of metrics including market share and the total number of tablets
sold. The methodology is very similar to IDC’s, except that market share is calculated by the
number of tablet shipments in a given quarter while IDC uses a mix of shipments, revenue, and
gross profit. Apple is expected to begin selling the iPad Mini in the fourth quarter and has also
confirmed that the next-gen iPad is set to launch this year. Although Apple’s tablet sales are
likely to continue to climb, analysts have cautioned that the dominance of the iPad is now set to
halt. Rumors suggest Apple will introduce the next-generation iPad in a few weeks, alongside a
range of improved hardware. In November Apple doubled the storage capacity of the iPad to
16GB and 32GB. The boost in capacity gave Apple a clear advantage in a market already
dominated by Android tablet makers. Check out 9to5Mac on YouTube for more Apple news:
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